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Counterparty Credit Risk 

Summary 

Post GFC (Global Financial Crisis), treasurers have grappled with 

credit risk issues that were starkly illuminated by Lehman’s 

meltdown. We were vividly reminded that agency ratings are not 

reliable. We tried using CDSs (Credit Default Swaps) but quickly 

found that trading induced volatility renders them unsuitable for us. 

Few of us have the resources to do our own analysis of bank 

balance sheets. This article summarises corporate counterparty 

credit risk management and suggests that implied ratings like 

Thomson Reuters SmartRatios Credit Risk Model (SmartRatios 

Model) can solve this ratings conundrum.  

What is counterparty credit risk? 

Counterparty credit risk is the risk that a counterparty who owes us 

money cannot pay us what is owed. For treasurers, the focus is 

mostly on financial counterparties, but many treasurers are also 

responsible for commercial counterparties as well. In some 

companies, there may be overlap – for example if banks are 

customers then they may be both financial and commercial 

counterparties. The focus of this article is on financial counterparty 

credit risk.  

Measuring credit risk 

In risk management, we try to ascertain how much we might lose to 

determine how aggressively to manage the risk. 

As with other risks, to manage credit risk we need first to know the 

amount at risk, which we call the exposure. When we multiply the 

amount at risk times the riskiness, the product is a measure of our 

risk. 
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 Risk = Exposure x Riskiness 

Credit risk is normally measured in terms of  

- default risk (the risk of an event of default such as bankruptcy) 

and 

- loss given default (how much we are likely to lose in an event 

of default – this might be a haircut rather than 100% loss) 

So credit risk (the riskiness) can be shown as 

 Credit risk% = Default risk% x Loss given default% 

And further 

 Expected loss$ = Exposure$ x Credit risk% 

Each element has its wrinkles. Let’s look at calculating exposure 

first. 

Measuring the exposure 

The exposure is the amount we have at risk of a credit loss. From a 

credit perspective it is not only the amount but also the tenor that 

impacts the risk of loss. An overnight deposit is inherently less risky 

than a ten year bond because the likelihood of bad news overnight 

is much lower than the likelihood of bad news over ten years.  

The complexity comes from the breadth of instruments we may 

have outstanding with financial counterparties and from the spread 

of geographies in which we interact with financial counterparties. 

For those of us lucky enough to have a globally integrated TMS 

(Treasury Management System) that covers all transactions with 

financial counterparties, this complexity is trivial. 

Many treasurers find that not all financial transactions are captured 

in their TMS (or sometimes not captured fast enough). Even those 

who have all RTCs (Regional Treasury Centres) on a common 

TMS, may find issues like: 
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- subsidiaries in exchange control countries make deposits with 

global relationship banks locally and these are only reflected 

in global systems at month end; and 

- supply chain and logistics colleagues use L/Cs (Letters of 

Credit) receivable from global relationship banks but are not 

TMS users, so the L/C risk is not captured (or infrequently 

captured) in TMS. 

Another issue is to determine a consistent exposure amount across 

different instruments. Should a $10m deposit be considered the 

same exposure as a $10m forward foreign exchange deal? Most 

would say they are not the same.  

The best practice solution for integrating financial counterparty 

credit exposures is to have them all in one system – most likely a 

TMS or a corporate BI (Business Intelligence) system or data 

warehouse. The problems include: 

- Need to have all geographies on same or interfaced platform 

- Need to have all instruments on same or interfaced platform – 

eg L/Cs which generate bank credit risk may be handled by 

sales or logistics who may not use TMS 

- Need to have visibility into funds to track underlying 

investments to manage limits holistically 

It is common to allocate limits at least to parts of the organisation 

that do not access TMS but at least monthly consolidation is good 

practice. Such a limit allocation will typically be both geographic and 

functional. For example, limits may be allocated to regions and 

maybe to large subsidiaries, and also to functions like supply chain 

for L/C processing.  

Limit allocation is of course less efficient than online limit 

management. To mitigate the inefficiency, the treasurer normally 

delegates to TCs authority to reallocate limits when required.  
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Typically the counterparty exposure limits will be different for 

different tenors. Generally longer tenors will only be relevant to 

head office and treasury centres. Typical tenor buckets might be: 

- Less than 3 months 

- Less than 1 year 

- Less than 3 years 

- 3 years and longer 

Most companies make their exposure measures consistent across 

instruments by using some kind of loan or cash equivalence. The 

table below is typical: 

Instrument Exposure risk weighting 
Cash 100% of nominal 
Deposit 100% of nominal 

Derivatives 

10% of nominal (following Basel 2) 
– OR – 
Unrealised gain on mark-to-market value 
– OR – 
Value at Risk on derivative 

L/C receivable 100% of nominal 
etc  

If the company invests in money market funds (MMFs) and bond 

funds, the counterparty exposure from such investments have to be 

integrated in the overall credit exposure calculation. Best practice 

for this is to look through the fund to the individual investments. This 

requires first that funds can provide details of their investments in a 

timely and usable manner. Most reputable funds provide weekly 

transparency into their investments, but the industry has no 

standard format for such data. So integrating fund data into the 

counterparty exposure consolidation can be a non-trivial data 

processing exercise.  

A practical alternative is to choose funds with strict concentration 

limits and then to take a proportional haircut from our counterparty 

exposure limits.  
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Measuring the riskiness of the counterparty 

Basically before the GFC (Global Financial Crisis) most corporates 

relied on agency ratings. We knew they were statistically unreliable 

but since the financial markets are built on ratings we just accepted 

what seemed an academic issue with rating reliability.  

The GFC showed us that the risk is real. Without government 

intervention corporates would have sustained billions of losses on 

bank names. 

So we looked for alternatives 

- CDS (Credit Default Swaps) looked good but we quickly found 

they are too volatile for corporate risk management purposes; 

too many false alarms. 

- Some larger corporates tried to do their own credit analysis 

but reading bank balance sheets is a non-trivial exercise 

fraught with timing and complexity issues.  

- Composite credit metrics or implied ratings like Thomson 

Reuters StarMine, Bloomberg CRAT, and Moody’s KMV 

provide a useful middle road with less false alarms and less 

prone to market manipulation than CDS but much better at 

giving early warning than agency ratings. 

Implied ratings provide a reasonably stable but near real time 

assessment of credit risk. They are not subject to the kind of trading 

volatility that afflicts CDS spreads. Yet implied ratings will normally 

give warning signals well before agency ratings changes and watch 

list notifications.  

A lot of academic literature has been written about implied ratings 

and market data algorithms to determine credit risk. A 

mathematically inclined treasurer could probably construct their own 

model using data feeds from Thomson Reuters or Bloomberg or 

even Google or Yahoo Finance. But why reinvent the wheel? 
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This is why I have suggested taking the lower of the agency rating 

and the implied rating as a conservative measure. StarMine comes 

with the Thomson Reuters package as a special set of RIC 

(Reuters Instrument Code) codes so it is quite easy to integrate if 

you already use Thomson Reuters – see example below. 

For simplicity’s sake I will use Thomson Reuters StarMine for this 

article. StarMine credit scores are available as RICs and so easy to 

integrate where RICs are already used in TMS and (heaven forbid!) 

Excel. StarMine credit scores are also part of the Thomson Reuters 

service, available without extra charge – that means it is free if you 

already subscribe to Thomson Reuters. StarMine covers  

approximately 2000 banks. Be aware that there are implied rating 

products available from Bloomberg and also from the rating 

agencies.  

Implied ratings 

Implied ratings have a long academic and market history including 

metrics like KMV and z-scores. Modern technology and market 

bandwidth have enabled increasing richness in raw data and 

sophistication in the models themselves.  

StarMine’s Structural Credit Risk model (SCR) builds on these 

antecedents to provide forward looking estimates of credit risk that 

generally anticipate agency rating changes. Experience with the 

collapse of Lehman Brothers shows that SCR indicated problems 

two months before the rating agencies. (In fact, Lehman Brothers 

was still rated “A” by the agencies when it collapsed.) 
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(Source: Thomson Reuters) 

Thomson Reuters SmartRatios Credit Risk Model (SmartRatios 

Model) uses a third generation model to calculate risk using a wide 

array of accounting ratios that are predictive of credit risk. The 

SmartRatios Model uses several sets of metrics, some generic and 

some industry specific, clustered around the following components: 

- Profitability 

- Leverage 

- Coverage 

- Liquidity 

- Growth and stability 
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(Source: Thomson Reuters) 

The model uses option pricing mathematics which evolved from the 

Merton based Structural Credit Model illustrated below: 

 

(Source: Thomson Reuters) 
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This produces default probability as a percentage which can be 

mapped to agency ratings as a comparison.  

 

So, if you already have a counterparty credit risk management 

process in place that relies on agency ratings, you can simply 

modify your process to use (conservatively) the lower of the agency 

rating or the StarMine rating equivalent which is available as a RIC.  

The StarMine default probability can also be used directly to 

quantify credit risk, using the formula given above. (LGD (Loss 

Given Default) is calculated as 1-Recovery Rate * Exposure. 
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Recovery rate is available on Thomson Reuters’ CDS RICs 

(covering 2800 issuers). Exposure is dependent on the TMS 

output.) 

Thomson Reuters have done a lot of research to determine how 

accurate StarMine’s SmartRatios Model is compared to earlier 

models that calculate default probabilities: 

 

(Source: Thomson Reuters) 

Corporate case study 

To make this more concrete here is an output from Reval TMS 

integrating the StarMine default probability: 

Counterparty Exposure 

Counterparty 
# Of 

Trades 
Total FMV FMV Limit 

FMV 
Available 

% FMV 
Utilization 

% FMV 
Available 

Note Netting 
Risk 
Tier 

Currency: USD  

 
BANK OF AM       12 

       
13,000,000  

     
50,000,000  

  37,000,000  26% 74%   True A-   

 
BANK OF CHINA    3 

     
100,000,000  

   
100,000,000  

                  -   100% 0%   False A    

 CITIGROUP        9               19,000,000  37% 63%   True A-   
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11,000,000  30,000,000  

 
DEUTSCHE         9 

       
27,000,000  

     
50,000,000  

  23,000,000  54% 46%   True A+   

 
DBS GROUP        7 

     

200,000,000  

   

200,000,000  
                  -   100% 0%   True AA- 

 
HSBC             8 

     

120,000,000  

   

150,000,000  
  30,000,000  80% 20%   True A+   

 
JPMORG CHAS      2 

         
3,000,000  

     
50,000,000  

  47,000,000  6% 94%   True A    

 STANDRD 
CHARTRD  

6 
     

150,000,000  
   

150,000,000  
                  -   100% 0%   True A+   

 
STATE BANK IN    3 

         
9,000,000  

     
30,000,000  

  21,000,000  30% 70%   False BBB- 

   59 633,000,000 810,000,000 177,000,000 78% 22%       

              
Users of this report should not construe the output as legal, tax, accounting, investment or risk-management opinion, recommendation, strategy or advice.

© Reval 2012 

 

Because the StarMine SmartRatios Model is available as a RIC, it is 

easy to integrate into TMS rate feeds and dynamic spreadsheets.  

StarMine values can be received using whatever Reuters feed you 

currently use in your TMS. If you have a SAAS TMS which includes 

Reuters rates, StarMine values will already be available (or will be 

easy to add). For information, I have provided examples of how to 

read StarMine data in Excel using =RtGet() below.  

Here are the formulas required to feed SmartRatios Model live into 

Excel:  

Instrument Code 
(RIC) Name Stock Code Date 

SmartRatios 
Implied 
Rating S&P Moodys Fitch 

SmartRatios 
Default 
Probability

FieldName 3 1026 875 1036 103 965 1002 

BAC1YDP=SM BANK OF AM       /BAC.N 1-May-13 BB-         Baa1 A      1.287975

BKCH1YDP=SM BANK OF CHINA    /601988.SS 1-May-13 A-     A         A      0.183897

C1YDP=SM CITIGROUP        /C.N 1-May-13 BB+    A-        A      0.727649

DB1YDP=SM DEUTSCHE         /DBKGn.DE 1-May-13 BBB-   A+   A2   A+     0.519118

DBSM1YDP=SM DBS GROUP        /DBSM.SI 1-May-13 A                       0.138803

HSBA1YDP=SM HSBC             /HSBA.L 1-May-13 BB+    A+        AA-    0.608879

JPM1YDP=SM JPMORG CHAS      /JPM.N 1-May-13 BB+    A    A2   A+     0.595769

STAN1YDP=SM STANDRD CHARTRD  /STAN.L 1-May-13 BBB-   A+        AA-    0.506054

SBI1YDP=SM STATE BANK IN    /SBI.NS 1-May-13 BBB+   BBB-      BBB-   0.295155

 

The formulas are simply  
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 =RtGet(“IDN”,<InstrumentCode(RIC)>,<FieldName>) 

where 

- <RIC> = Thomson Reuters Instrument Code example 

“NAB1YDP=SM” for National Australia Bank 1 year default 

probability 

- <FieldName> = detail information number example “3” for RIC 

short name 

and sample SmartRatios Model codes include 

- “1036” SmartRatios Implied Rating 

- “275”  SmartRatios Default Probability 

- “103”  S&P rating 

Conclusion 

Post GFC, counterparty credit risk has become a major concern for 

treasurers. Spooked boards are rightly asking difficult questions. 

Treasurers must ensure that they have a comprehensive view on 

counterparty credit exposure globally and group wide. Wide press 

coverage of rating agency deficiencies has prompted boards to ask 

for more rigorous credit metrics. Implied ratings like Thomson 

Reuters SmartRatios Model provide a solution that meets board 

member’s concerns at reasonable cost in terms of time and money.  
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Acarate Consulting 

Clients located all over the world rely on the advice and expertise of 

Acarate to help improve corporate treasury performance. 

Acarate offers consultancy on all aspects of treasury from policy 

and practice to cash, risk and liquidity, and technology 

management. We also provide leadership and team coaching as 

well as treasury training to make your organisation stronger and 

better performance oriented. 

www.acarate.com 
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